We introduce the dynamics mode decomposition for monitoring wide-area power grid networks from sparse measurement data. The mathematical framework fuses data from multiple sensors based on multivariate statistics, providing accurate full state estimation from limited measurements and generating data-driven forecasts for the state of the system. Our proposed data-driven strategy, which is based on energy metrics, can be used for the analysis of major disturbances in the network. The approach is tested and validated using time domain simulations in the IEEE 118 bus system under various disturbance scenarios and under different sparse observations of the system. In addition to state reconstruction, the minimal number of sensors required for monitoring disturbances can be evaluated. Visualization techniques are developed in order to aid in the analysis and characterization of the system after disturbance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advanced wide-area monitoring of power grid systems that can continuously assess the power system health and performance are highly desirable [1] . Central to such monitoring schemes are intelligent sensing methods, signal processing and communication technologies to make optimal use of measured wide-area data [2] . Intelligent monitoring devices collect measurements form Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and other devices, convert the incoming measurements into useful information, display this information to operators, store and analyze data to track system health, and trigger alarms whenever monitoring systems detect an abnormality [3] , such as the emergence of the coherent swing instability (CSI) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, while sensors have increased the quality and availability of data, the utility of algorithms that are central to timely detection and display of adverse conditions have continued to advance at a slower pace. Towards this end, we develop a monitoring algorithm enabled by the recently developed dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) that allows for state-space reconstruction and forecasting with limited measurements of the power grid system, thus enabling real-time monitoring capabilities. In contrast to recent DMD innovations for characterizing CSI in powergrids [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , our focus is on optimal and sparse monitoring of the powergrid system. Specifically, we consider which nodes, and how few, are required to be monitored in order produce accurate assessments of power grid disturbances.
Among recently developed algorithms, event location strategies have been gaining increasing attention. These strategies are geared towards providing a system-wide awareness of events such as faults and other distur- * Electronic address: kutz@uw.edu bances, taking advantage of the increasing coverage of wide area measurement systems (WAMS) technology, and enabling the implementation of wide area emergency and restorative control applications [9] [10] [11] . Some of these approaches use practical assumptions about the system, such as the homogeneity of the fault propagation speed, in order to triangulate the disturbance location using frequency measurements [9] . However, these assumptions are not realistic for all operational conditions. In addition, clustering algorithms have also been proposed in order to identify the location of the disturbance by comparing simulation cases with real measurements [10] . Both approaches require accurate models and extensive simulation for offline training. More recently, recurrence quantification analysis was used to analyze voltage signals and locate disturbances [11] , where the impact of noise and low observability are mentioned as interesting aspects to be taken in to account in the application of disturbance detection algorithms.
Although these strategies have achieved positive results, additional technical challenges arise as the modern WAMS-generated data becomes high dimensional and more distributed through larger areas of the system. Thus a key feature for future situational awareness schemes will be the ability to combine and analyze high dimensional and distributed information provided by several regional control systems [1] , considering the compromise between the reduction of data dimensionality and the communication capacity [2] . These distributed wide-wide area monitoring approaches offer advantages in terms of financial resources, communication, latency, reliability and security compared with centralized counterparts [12] . Additionally, they allow the use of distributed processing strategies to alleviate the burden and complexity of processing the high-dimensional data in a centralized fashion [12, 13] . Wide-area data fusion architectures that can be applied for hierarchical and distributed systems have started to emerge in or-der to surmount these challenges, including applications ranging from mode-meter algorithms [14] [15] [16] and coordinated adaptive control [17, 18] . These are only some examples of methodologies that have begun to migrate toward configurations more suitable for WAMS.
In this paper, we consider the implementation of a disturbance detection algorithm on a distributed architecture. Specifically, the IEEE 16-machine 68-bus Test System of the Northeastern United States (See Fig. 1 ) is explored. We advocate the use of the DMD algorithm for computing interpretable, low-rank decompositions of the spatial-temporal measurements on a power grid network. DMD has already been shown to be successful in characterizing the emergence of the deleterious CSI [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Our objective is quite different, but builds upon the initial success of DMD applied to powegrids. Specifically, by constructing libraries of dynamic activity, a small number of sensors can be used to exploit compressive sensing (sparse sampling) algorithms for classification and reconstruction of the power grid from a small number of measurements. Figure 2 demonstrates the algorithmic structure proposed, which is composed of a training and execution stage. Thus a semi-distributed tool for monitoring measured data from WAMS is presented. A strategy for fusing data from multiple sensors into a consensus based on multivariate statistical tools (multiblock model) is first introduced and a model of the collected data is developed. Derived from this model, a datadriven strategy based on energy metrics is proposed for the location and analysis of major disturbances. Unlike the reviewed methods, the aim of the proposed strategy is to exploit the distributed processing capacity of modern WAMS architectures to visualize the system dynamic behavior following disturbances.
The paper is structured as follows. The methodology is presented two parts: Section 2 describes the semidistributed data fusion strategy along with its interpretation in terms of the WAMS structure, and Section 3 uses these concepts in order to derive the disturbance location strategy based on the proposed energy-based metrics. The study case and results are presented in Section 4, with the performance of the proposed method discussed and interesting remarks about the relation of disturbance location and optimal sensor placement given. To conclude, Section 5 introduces the final discussion and future work, outlining how the DMD algorithm presents an architecture for an efficient WAMS.
II. BACKGROUND AND DMD ALGORITHM
Matrix decompositions are critically enabling algorithms for diagnostic analysis and scientific computing applications across every field of the engineering, social, biological, and physical sciences. A primary purpose of such decompositions is the discovery of low-rank subspaces which allow one to represent the dynamics of the system of interest in an optimal way. Of particular importance is the singular value decomposition (SVD), which provides a principled method for dimensionality reduction and computation of interpretable subspaces within which the data resides. So widespread is the usage of the SVD algorithm, and minor modifications thereof, that it has generated a myriad of names across various communities, including Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [19] , the Karhunen-Loève (KL) decomposition, Hotelling transform [20, 21] , Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) [22] and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [23, 24] . In each of these cases, the low-rank features extracted from the matrix factorization help provide interpretable, spatially correlated structures that can help inform understanding and potential control protocols, which are particularly important in network level power grid dynamics.
Dimensionality reduction also enables the use of a small number of sensors for characterizing the dynamics (See [25] and referenes therein). Specifically, having computed the low-rank subspaces on which the dynamics occurs, only a sparse number of measurements are required for classification of the dynamical regime and full state reconstruction. This has been exploited extensively in the reduced order modeling (ROM) community under the moniker of gappy POD methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . For power grid applications, this allows us to monitor the health of the power system from measurements of only a small number of locations. More precisely, the SVD provides global powergrid modes that can be exploited for improved reconstruction and prediction.
A. Dynamic Mode Decomposition
DMD is a matrix factorization method based upon the SVD algorithm. However, in addition to performing a low-rank approximation, it further performs and eigendecomposition on the computed subspaces in order to extract critical temporal features. Thus the DMD method provides a spatio-temporal decomposition of data into a set of dynamic modes that are derived from snapshots or measurements of a given system in time. The mathematics underlying the extraction of dynamic information from time-resolved snapshots is closely related to the idea of the Arnoldi algorithm [31] , one of the workhorses of fast computational solvers. The data collection process involves two parameters: n = number of spatial points saved per time snapshot m = number of snapshots taken
The DMD algorithm was originally designed to collect data at regularly spaced intervals of time. However, new innovations allow for both sparse spatial [32] and temporal [33] collection of data as well as irregularly spaced collection times [34] . Indeed, Tu et al. [35] provides a highly intuitive definition of the DMD method and algorithm. Definition: Dynamic Mode Decomposition (Tu et al. 2014 [35] ): Suppose we have a dynamical system and two sets of data
where F is the flow map corresponding to the evolution of our dynamical system for time ∆t. DMD computes the leading eigendecomposition of the best-fit linear operator A relating the data X ≈ AX :
The DMD modes, also called dynamic modes, are the eigenvectors of A, and each DMD mode corresponds to a particular eigenvalue of A.
In the DMD architecture, we typically consider data collected from a dynamical system
where x(t) ∈ R n is a vector representing the state of our dynamical system at time t, µ contains parameters of the system, and f (·) represents the dynamics. For instance, the vector x denotes the power grid state after numerical discretization while µ is a parametrization of the system. The state x is typically quite large, having dimension n 1. Measurements of the system
are collected at times t k from k = 1, 2, · · · , m for a total of m measurement times. The measurements are typically the state of the power grid, so that y k = x k , however, the DMD architecture allows for a more nuianced viewpoint of observables. This is beyond the scope of the current work, but such ideas are related to Koopman theory [36, 37] . The DMD framework takes an equation-free perspective where the original, nonlinear dynamics (e.g. network level power grid dynamics) may be unknown. Thus data measurements of the system alone are used to approximate the dynamics and predict the future state. Measurements can also be made on functions of the state space, resulting in the so-called Koopman operator [36, 37] , which has been used previously to study power grid dynamics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The DMD procedure constructs the proxy, approximate locally linear dynamical system dx dt = Ax (6) with initial condition x(0) whose well-known solution is
where φ k and ω k are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix A, and the coefficients b k are the coordinates of x(0) in the eigenvector basis. The DMD algorithm produces a low-rank eigendecomposition of the matrix A that optimally fits the measured trajectory x k for k = 1, 2, · · · , m in a least square sense so that
is minimized across all points for k = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1. The optimality of the approximation holds only over the sampling window where A is constructed, and the approximate solution can be used to not only make future state predictions, but also to derive dynamic modes critical for diagnostics. Indeed, in much of the literature where DMD is applied, it is primarily used as a diagnostic tool. This is much like POD analysis where the POD modes are also primarily used for diagnostic purposes. Thus the DMD algorithm can be thought of as a modification of the SVD architecture which attempts to account for dynamic activity of the data. The eigendecomposition of the low rank space found from SVD enforces a Fourier mode time expansion which allows one to then make spatio-temporal correlations with the sampled data.
B. Compressive Sensing and Sparse Sensors
Although the gappy POD method [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] can be used for reconstruction of the full state from a small number of measurements, it does not serve well to classify the dynamical regime given a potential number of low-rank subspaces. Instead, we will use the compressive sensing (CS) architecture for classification of the appropriate dynamical regime [38] [39] [40] [41] . Once determined, a gappy reconstruction can then be performed using the modes from the selected dynamical regime. In CS a signal that is sparse in some basis may be recovered using proportionally few measurements by solving for the 1 -minimizing solution to an underdetermined system.
Consider a high-dimensional measurement vector of the power grid system x ∈ R n , which is sparse in some space, spanned by the columns of a matrix Ψ:
Here, sparsity means that x may be represented in the transform basis Ψ by a vector of coefficients a that contains mostly zeros. More specifically, K-sparsity means that there are K nonzero elements. In this sense, sparsity implies that the signal is compressible.
Consider a sparse measurement of the power grid system y ∈ R p , with p n:
where Φ is a measurement matrix that maps the full state measurement x to the sparse measurement vector y. Details of this measurement matrix will be given shortly. Plugging (9) into (10) yields an underdetermined system:
We may then solve for the sparsest solution a to the underdetermined system of equations in (11) . Sparsity is measured by the 0 norm, and solving for the solution a that has the smallest |a| 0 norm is a combinatorially hard problem. However, this problem may be relaxed to a convex problem, whereby the |a| 1 norm is minimized, which may be solved in polynomial time [42, 43] . The specific minimization problem is:
arg min |â| 1 such that ΦΨâ = y.
There are other algorithms that result in sparse solution vectors, such as orthogonal matching pursuit [44] .
This procedure, known as compressive sensing, is a recent development that has had widespread success across a range of problems. There are technical issues that must be addressed. For example, the number of measurements p in y should be on the order of K log(n/K), where K is the degree of sparsity of a in Ψ [45] [46] [47] . In addition, the measurement matrix Φ must be incoherent with respect to the sparse basis Ψ, meaning that the columns of Φ and the columns of Ψ are uncorrelated. Interestingly, significant work has gone into demonstrating that Bernouli and Gaussian random measurement matrices are almost certainly incoherent with respect to a given basis [48] .
Typically a generic basis such as Fourier or wavelets is used in conjunction with sparse measurements consisting of random projections of the state. However, in many engineering applications, it is unclear how random projections may be obtained without first starting with a dense measurement of the state. In this work, we constrain the measurements to be point measurements of the state, so that Φ consists of rows of a permutation matrix. Our primary motivation for such point measurements arises from physical considerations in such applications as ocean or atmospheric monitoring where point measurements are physically relevant. Moreover, sparse sensing is highly desirable as each measurement device is often prohibitively expensive, thus motivating much of our efforts in using sparse measurements to characterize the complex dynamics. Figure 2 shows how the dimensionality reduction framework is combined with the compressive sensing architecture. Specifically, simulations of the the IEEE 16-machine 68-bus Test System are used to construct lowrank embeddings of the spatio-temporal activity in the Northeast United States. Dominant DMD modes in various dynamic regimes are collected into a library of subspace embeddings via the matrix Ψ. Since a given dynamic regime only requires a sparse number of modes from Ψ, compressive sensing can be used to select the correct library elements for reconstruction and future state prediction. Thus the dimensionality reduction and sparse sampling partner naturally for characterizing the power grid dynamics.
C. Combining Methodologies

III. POWER SYSTEMS MODEL
To demonstrate the application of the proposed methodology on complex dynamical systems, we study the voltage profile of an IEEE test system model of a power system under disturbances. The IEEE test system is comprised of a 68-Bus, 16-machine, 5-Area System widely know in the power system literature. The IEEE 16-machine, 68-Bus test system is a reduced order equivalent of the interconnected New England test system (NETS) and New York power system (NYPS), with five geographical regions out of which NETS and NYPS are represented by a group of generators. The power imported from each of the three other neighboring areas (Quebec, Ontario and PJM) are approximated by equivalent generator models as shown in Figure 2 . The NETS is represented by nine generators G1 to G9 and comprises the power system of the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachuset, Connecticut and Rhode Island. The NYPS corresponds to power system of New York State and it is modeled by four generators G10 to G13. Generators G14 to G16 corresponds to the I-Quebec, IIOntario and III-PJM regions.
The bus data, line data, and detailed generator data of IEEE 16-machine 68-Bus test system are given in Ref. [49] . The test system is modeled using a subtransient reactance model for all generators and an IEEE type-II AVR for G1 to G8, meanwhile G9 is equipped with IEEE type-III AVR. This system is chosen because it is a well-known and is a classic power system used for load flow analysis, small-signal stability analysis and nonlinear simulation of the system. In our case, we use this model for non-linear simulations generated via software of power system transient analysis. The non-linear simulations are computed from the solution of the DifferentialAlgebraic Equations (DAE) used to represent the system. Here we are interested in the analysis of power system behavior under one of the most severe disturbance, a threephase fault close to the bus-generator.
In order to test the performance of the proposed methodology, 16 disturbances were simulated in the closest bus to the generator, producing 16 distinct regimes. The disturbances, a three-phase fault at a respective bus, were introduced after one second of steady state operation and cleared after 0.1 seconds. Since the phenomenon of interest after the disruption are low frequency oscillations between 0.1 to 2 Hz, a time interval of 6 seconds is used to analyze the behavior of the system after fault clearance. The 6 second time window is sufficiently long so that at least a half cycle of the slowest oscillation can be captured. Typical voltage profiles of 68 buses for most representative regimes are shown in Fig. 3 . The voltage of 68 buses were sample at a rate of 100 Hz by every regime. We then consider the possibility of using only 10, 15, 20 and 30 buses for the identification, classification and reconstruction of the dynamic regime. Sensor placement algorithms are described in the next section.
IV. POWER SYSTEMS NETWORKS DYNAMICS
The power system network dynamics are evaluated in two stages. During the first stage, a library of the dominant DMD modes all are extracted in order to determine a sensor placement. In the sparse measurement stage, the limited measurements are used to analyze, identify, classify and reconstruct the full voltages profiles of the power system.
A. Library Learning
The 68-voltage measurements of every regime are analyzed by the DMD method to get a low dimensional representation of the data. DMD is used to construct a library of dominant DMD modes, which are the library elements that encode the low-rank dynamics of the power system for a specific regime or fault location.
The number of DMD modes choosen to be part of library are limited to those modes that captures a prescribed percentage of energy (or observed variance), based on singular values from the SVD computed during the DMD procedure. The full state voltage profiles are low-rank so that the dynamics of the power system can be represented by a sparse number of modes. These modes are called the dominant modes. Table 1 shows the number of DMD modes selected to represent every regime according to the energy threshold of 80%, 90% and 99%. A comparison of the low dimensional representation between the DMD method and the POD modes is also presented in Table I . Noticed that even when the number of modes for both methods are the same, their representation and meaning for the power network are different as it can be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
B. Sparse Sensor Placement for Classification
There are several ways to measure the importance of every sensor (or node) to the global behavior of the power system. A straightforward way is to measure the Euclidean norm between elements of library to rank every sensor. These projection onto the library elements give us an average of the importance of every sensor in the different regimes. The sensors can then be ordered from highest to lowest in the Euclidean norm, thus informing one of the number of sensors needed. The Fig. 6 shows a graph of sparse sensor placement on IEEE test system at different threshold of energy for the cases of 10 and 20 sensors.
Once the sparse sensor placement is defined, compressive sensing is used to identify, classify and reconstruct the full voltage profile of power system. The identification and classification of every regime using a specific number of sensor are evaluating using the principles of compressive sensing outlined previously. The main assumption of compressed sensing in this context is that given measurement vector y = ΦΨa is sparsely represented in a. Thus the objective is to find a basis that represents our data y in a sparse manner based on min a 1 subject to y = ΦΨa. Once a is defined, the highest values of a corresponds to the element of the library associated with the selected regime. The accuracy of proposed methodology in the identification and classification of regimes using a specific number of sensor is evaluated by averaging the identified regime of y every 5 samples until the number of samples corresponding to the window length i.e. for window length w = 0.1 s, there are 10 sample so the vector a is calculated twice. Then the average of all evaluations of a for every regime for every window length represents the accuracy of the proposed method. The results of these evaluations are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 when truncating the DMD library modes at 80% and 99% variance respectively.
In general, better accuracy is achieved for the sparse sensor placement algorithm using the Euclidean norm versus random sensor placement. Also when the sam- 
C. Full State Reconstrution
The full voltage profile reconstruction can be easily achieved once the classification task is accomplished. The procedure consists in projecting the data measurements onto the identified dominant modes of the library for the given regime found from classification. The full sate reconstruction is considered using a window length of 1.4 seconds for the identification of the regime and 15 and 20 sparse sensors placed using the library with 80% energy variance threshold. An example of the full voltage pro- file reconstruction is shown in Fig. 9 . This reconstruction corresponds to the worst case of all regimes and the values of the difference between the true values and reconstruction values are located in the buses close to the fault. Even when this values exist, they are meaningless.
The relative error of full voltage profile reconstruction of all regimes at a specific snapshot using 15 and 20 sensors and library of 80% variance is displayed in Fig. 10 . Noticed that higher values of relative error for 15 sensors belongs to R4, R8, R14 and R16, which suggests that four modes could not easily be correctly identified. However, the values of relative error for most of buses of these regimes remain at low levels. These results are improved when we use 20 sensors instead of 15 sensors. In this case, there are only two regimes with errors, R14 an R16. This results shown in Fig. 10 agrees with the accuracy results of Fig. 7 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a data-driven framework for the analysis and visualization of power system disturbances. The approach is based on a semi-distributed algorithm that allows the computation of energy-based metrics from extracted consensus components. Specifically, we have further developed the DMD algorithm for characterizing the dynamics of disturbances in power grid networks and monitoring wide-area power grid networks from sparse measurement data. Our proposed data-driven strategy, which is based on energy metrics, can be used for the analysis of major disturbances in the network. The approach is tested and validated using time domain simulations in the IEEE 118 bus system under various disturbance scenarios and under different sparse observations of the system. In addition to state reconstruction, the minimal number of sensors required for monitoring dis- turbances can be evaluated. Visualization techniques are developed in order to aid in the analysis and characterization of the system after disturbance.
With the emergence of advanced wide-area monitoring of power grid systems, it is important to develop datadriven methods that can continuously assess the power system health and performance. Central to such monitoring schemes are intelligent sensing methods, signal processing and communication technologies to make optimal use of measured wide-area data. We propose a new methodology for converting sparse, real-time measurements of a power grid into useful information that can be used to reconstruct the entire state space and produce short-time forecasts. The utility of such algorithms are central to timely detection and display of adverse conditions in the power grid. We have shown that the recently developed dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is a promising data-driven method that allows for full state-space reconstruction and forecasting with limited measurements of the power grid system, thus enabling real-time monitoring capabilities.
